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DO’S AND DONT’S :
DO’S
Be aware of students knowledge and abilities
Give clear instruction to the students.
Ex. Instead of saying “Don’t spill while eating” you can say “It is your
responsibility to keep the room clean

Sit along with the children
Keep moving around the classroom. Do not sit in one place for a long time
Plan for different learning styles

DO’S AND DONT’S :
Dont’s
Do not punish children physically or tease and humiliate them using harsh
words
Do not ignore students or allow them to wander off while you’re busy
Do not discourage the student → Might affect their self esteem that
can cause psychological damage
Do not overwhelm students with extreme rules and routines
Do not act bossy. Act friendly with students and disperse authority in a
positive manner

Research tells us what works
/ what doesn't works
Based on world's largest meta analysis of
research on education by John Hattie
HIGHEST IMPACT ON LEARNING
•Positive Expectations
•Positive Reinforcement
•Immediate Feedback
•Reciprocal Teaching
•Cooperative Learning
•Mastery Learning
•Worked Examples
•Goal Setting
•Peer Tutoring

ABSOLUTE NO's IN EDUCATION
•Praise?
(Try the language of encouragement instead!)
•Rewards and punishments
•Labelling of Students
•Delayed Feedback
•Ability Grouping

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT FOR TEACHERS TO HAVE
GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS?
Teaching Individuals and Groups:
Teachers must be skilled at listening to their students
as well as explaining.
Should be capable of breaking down complex
topics → simpler parts → help the children
understand.
Should be able to read the student → Adapt to the
needs of the individual.
Effective communication→ Transforms a boring
presentation → Into an interesting one.

Why is it important for
teachers to have good
communication skills?
Communicating Care:
Good teachers communicate concern and care using the tone of
their voice and their body language.

Teachers should get to know the students hopes, fears and
preferences and communicate accordingly to gain a more powerful
impact
They communicate their appreciation which instills confidence
and self esteem in the student → Making them feel validated
and recognized

Why is it important for teachers to have
good communication skills?
Communicating to Parents:
Teachers must be able to express themselves verbally and
in writing to report student progress to the parents
Strengths and weaknesses should be conveyed to the
parents in a way that they take it receptively and not in a
defensive manner.
Messages must be conveyed clearly with no room for
misunderstandings.

Teachers must be comfortable with talking to parents
informally about the student in addition to the formal
mark sheet/report card.

Why is it important for teachers to have
good communication skills?
Interacting with colleagues and superiors
Schools that intend to be professional learning communities
encourage teachers to consult with one another and learn
from their colleagues
Teachers must get involved in teamwork while solving problems
which requires excellent communication skills

Teachers must possess the communication skills to express
their ideas and opinions effectively in order to work efficiently

The Role of Teachers in Education
1. Planning:
A teacher plays multiple roles in the planning stage:
They collaborate with one another to implementing grade level planning and instruction
by combining multiple subjects to enhance learning experience.
They analyze test results and other data to determine the course of instruction and make
changes in the classroom and accordingly
They design lesson plans and teach students in a way that
caters to every student despite their individualistic needs and
interests.

The Role of Teachers in Education
2. Instruction:
Teachers are the facilitators of learning by providing the students
with the information and tools they need to master a subject.

Teachers also act as tutors by working with a small group
of students after class hours

Teachers also play the role of evaluators by assessing
students abilities through formal and informal assessments
and also providing suggestions for improvement

The Role of Teachers in Education
3.Student Interaction

Teachers must be the leader as well as the disciplinarian
by doling out fair and appropriate punishment for students
breaking the rules

At the same time teachers must show care and concern
for the children and has to have the power to build up or
tear down student’s self esteem.

The Role of Teachers in Education
4. Other Professional Duties
Apart from teaching, teachers take upon multiple roles such as:

Chaperones at school functions
Coaches for school sports
Lunch monitors

Also the role of interior designers by making sure their classroom looks
attractive and portrays a positive learning environment

Skills, Knowledge and Experience required to be a
Teacher
Skills:
Teachers should have the patience to reteach material
to students when they don’t understand it
Should have well-developed imagination, creativity and
flexibility to create lessons and activities
Should possess excellent communication skills

Should be enthusiastic about teaching young children

Skills, Knowledge and Experience required to be a
Teacher
Knowledge:
Teachers should have a strong grasp of the material that they
are teaching.

Teachers also need to know how the children learn and teacher
subjects accordingly

They need to know various teaching strategies and
disciplinary techniques

LEARNING DISABILITY

HERE ARE SOME COMMON TRAITS OF DYSLEXIA,
DYSGRAPHIA, DYSCALCULIA:Very less marks in subjects.
More complain from school, such as poor concentration, Lack of answering & responding in
class, distraction, disturbing others.
Skips words, and sentence while writing and reading.
Frustrating to write and read.
Confuse with “b” and “d” and “15” and “51” “+, _,” Left and Right.

Awkward pencil holding, erase often, over writing, messy handwriting.
Trouble following directions.
After listening to a story, cannot remember it- They may have problem storing, processing, and
producing information.
Below grade level in reading, spelling, writing, study and language skills.
Reversals in reading and writing.
Difficulty in decision making, organizational problems.
Problems with time concepts and Mathematics concepts.

Slow work habit-Poor Eye-Hand coordination.

TYPE OF LEARNER
Everybody receive information about the world around us through our senses, our primary senses
is Taste (Gustatory), Smell (Olfactory), Touch (Tactile), Movement and Space (Kinesthetic),
Hearing (Auditory) and Seeing (Visual) and each person is unique in the way he uses these
senses. Most of us fall in following 4 Styles of learning through our senses, such as
Visual Learner
Auditory Learner
Tactile Learner
Kinesthetic Learner

ACCOMMODATION IN THE PUBLIC EXAMS
Now a days, India’s Education boards, STATE, CBSE, ICSE Board examination level most of the
Indian educational boards have recognized specific learning disability or Dyslexia as a
problem and have allowed some examination provisions on a case-to-case basis. The
common provisions are bellow listed:
•

Extra time in order to complete the exam

•

Marking for content and overlooking spelling

•

Overlooking grammatical errors.

•

Use calculator for Mathematics.

•

Dropping off a second language

•

Use of a scribe for writing the exam

SANGFORD HAND WRITING

PATTERN
Let Students
choose their
Handwriting styleNot parents Nor
Teacher

Small Muscle Activities
Play Dough
Clay
Sand
Building Blocks
Rubber stamps
Puzzles
Finger Paints
Table blocks
Small wheeled toys
Snap beads
Threading beads
Buttons and Buttonholes
Easel paints
Magnetic letters
Wooden letters

Hand- Eye Coordination Activities
Painting
Pasting
Finger Painting
Stringing beads
Weaving
Typing
Building with blocks
Hammering
Drawing
Tracing
Copying
Stapling
Cutting
Eating food on their own using
their fingers

Fine
Motor
skill
Develop
ment

Sangford Schools –Sight Word Story –This Passage contains all of the 220 Basic Sight Words.
The Best Thing In The World
Once upon a time, there were four brothers who lived in a far away land. Their father was an old king. One day he said, "I will not live long
now. Today you must start out into the world. In a year, bring back the best thing you have found. The one who can pick the best
thing shall be the new king." The first brother said, "I will look in every city or town. I will buy the best thing I can for my father." The
next two brothers said, "We will both go on fast ships over the sea. We will find something better." The last brother said, "I am going
to ask the people here in our own land to tell me the best thing." The other three brothers began to laugh. "Then you will never be
king!" They said.
The last brother started off. When he had gone about six miles, he met a man. "What do you carry in those big bags?" he asked. "The best
thing in the world," said the man. "These are full of the good nuts which fall from my five nut trees." "I don't think that would work,"
said the brother to himself, "I must try again." The brother went on another seven miles. He found a small brown bird. It had been
hurt, so he put it in his coat where it could keep warm. As he went on, he saw a little girl crying. He ran to meet her. "Why are you
crying?" he asked. "I want to get some water from the well," she said. "We use so much. We drink cold water. We wash the clothes
clean with hot water. But I do not know how to pull it up. Please show me." The brother said, "Hold this bird and I will help you. It
does not fly around any more because it got its wing cut." "Thank you. What a pretty bird!" she said. "I wish you would give it to me.
If you will let me keep it, I will always be very kind to it. I will take care of it myself. I will make it grow well again." "Yes, you may have
it," said the brother. So he gave her the bird and went on.
At night, he went to sleep under a round yellow haystack. When it was light again he walked on. Every day he would walk eight or ten
miles. He asked the people about the best thing in the world. Some said it was best to sing. Some said it was best to run and jump
and play. Some said the green grass was best. Some liked the red and blue and white flowers best. One man said the best thing was
to ride a black horse. He always stopped to help people who needed it. Soon he made many friends. All the people began to like him.
They would say, "See there goes the king's son. He would be just the right kind of king for us." Every door was open to him. The
people would call to him to stop. They would ask him to come and eat with them. After he ate, he would sit down and read to the
children. After he read, he showed them how to draw and write. Months went by. He still had no beautiful thing to take to his father.
Just before the year was done, he went home again.
The time came when the king called his sons together. "What did you bring?" He asked them all. The other brothers had many beautiful
things. "And what did you bring?" said the king to the last brother. "This is too funny!" said the other brothers. "He has nothing!"
But the king was kind to the last brother. "What did you bring me?" the king asked again. "I bring only the friendship of your
people," said the last brother. "That is the best thing!" cried his father. "You shall be the new king."
The End
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Teachers Issue:
 He hits always his class mates who is very quiet
 He tells that if you complain me I will hit you again very badly, and he does who ever complains.
 When we called parent: They said that he is good boy, never hurts anybody for any reason.
 He likes to hurt people

Observation:






Solution:









First we checked that any Harsh Video game does he plays?
No
Does he have friends?
No
What does he do once he reaches home?
Watching TV
We figure out that daddy hits him for all mistake whether small or big, that is what he carries this
same behavior to all his friends who won’t return back.
No Friends to play, he spent most of the time watching unwanted program and grasp so much and
trying to implement the way he is familiar.

Keep Engage him in the class room.
Regularly Brain Gym
Since he is a smart learner he gets bored when teachers repeat for slow learner. So he picks on
somebody to pass his time.
He needs extra books to read
Do some drawing and coloring
Keep encourage him when he is not hurt somebody, or when he is nice with his friends.
He like Chotta Bheem so we will provide Chotta Bheem sticker to encourage him.

Follow Up:


Date: 20th March 2013
Chotta Bheem Stickers work well

MEMORY

WHAT IS MEMORY AIDS? WHY DO WE NEED IT?

We can teach and help children to memorize increasingly complicated amount and types of
information Using memory aids like, like mnemonic devices (Creating humorous lyrics),
Devising acronyms & Acrostics Letter configurations, Chunking facts (breaking long lists of
items into groups of three’s and four’s, Chunking 984/063/9084), Association (Relating new
information with existing incident or something you already you know)
Rehearsing/Repetition/Review (repeating them many times) Loci (Associating ideas with
locations) Mediators (Using something to remind us, like alarm) Patterns (forming a big
picture or chart of the overall details, like Mind map) Rhymes/Rhythm (Rhymes and
multiplication tables) and Visualization/Imagine.

LOOKING FOR EVIDENCE OF CRITICAL
THINKING

You may be a critical thinking teacher if...

 Learners are active and in a continuous dialogue with
teacher
 Learning is constructing, not feeding
 Truth is discovered, not delivered
 Teacher "leads from behind"
 Teacher functions as a facilitator/mentor instead of
lecturer
 Questions are answered with explanations or
questions, not simply "yes" or "no"

PERSONAL CHECK-UP
Answer the following questions:
1. Are your teaching objectives, activities, and assessments are tied to
higher level behavioral verbs?

2. Do all learners have the opportunity to interact with you and others?
3. Do you allow time in your course for debating?
4. Do your learners have to use inductive and deductive strategies?
5. Do you find yourself using "shock" statements and questions to get
learners' minds running?

PERSONAL CHECK-UP
I F Y O U C O U L D S AY " Y E S " T O M O S T
OF THESE QUESTIONS, CRITICAL
T H I N K I N G I S P R O B A B LY H A P P E N I N G
IN YOUR CLASSROOM.

THANK YOU
Sangford School Teacher Training
Program

